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Emerging Risk of a 
Remote Workforce

HCCA Institute
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The information contained 
in this presentation is 
solely of the presenters 
and not of our employers.   
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Session 
Objectives

How to manage and monitor 
risk in remote working 
environment

Technology migration of your 
remote workforce

Lessons learned in the current 
remote working environment

Industries 
affected by 
data leaks
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IT Trends in 
response to the 
pandemic

• How to use the “new” technology in a safe way?
• How to identify and report security issues?
• How to protect ePHI?

"In a study conducted by the 
Ponemon Institute and IBM 
Security, 54% of responding 
organizations across industries 
had required remote work in 
response to the pandemic, and 
70% of those respondents said 
that remote work would 
increase the cost of data 
breaches"

• New devices
• New software

Rapid changes

Cloud services

• Video conferencing
• Collaboration software

Home office

A risky situation

• 52 percent are using their personal laptops for work –
often with no new tools to secure it, and 45 percent 
haven't received any new training.

• More than half have not been provided with new 
guidelines on how to handle highly regulated PII while 
working from home. This is despite more than 42 percent 
of people who manage PII as part of their regular jobs now 
doing so at home.

• More than 50 percent of respondents don't know of any 
new company policies related to customer data handling, 
password management and more.

Ref. IBM Security Work from Home Survey 
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Security Risks

Email, 
Internet 
browsing

Handling 
sensitive data

BOYD

Using 
unsanctioned 

apps

Outdated / 
vulnerable 
software

Too much 
access

Data breaches

Ransomware

Phishing

Pandemic-
related 
phishing 
themes

• Individuals looking for details on 
disease tracking, testing, and 
treatment

• Impersonation of medical bodies 
(WHO, CDC)

• Financial assessment and 
government stimulus packages

• Employees working from home

• Scams offering PPE

• Passing mention of COVID-19 
within previously used phishing 
lure content (e.g., deliveries, 
invoices and purchase orders)

Ref. CrowdStrike 2021 Global 
Threat Report
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In the midst of responding to COVID-19, the healthcare 
sector faced a significant number of ransomware attacks 
in 2020 with 560 healthcare provider facilities falling 
victim to the malware

Ref. https://blog.emsisoft.com

Ransomware infection vectors

• Through phishing emails containing a malicious attachment
• Via a user clicking on a malicious link
• By viewing an advertisement containing malware (malvertising)

ExtortionDestructionCommand 
and ControlInstallationDeployment

Ransomware Attack Phases
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It’s not just about the 
technology…

Change Management

Onboarding / offboarding

Incident Response Plan 

Business Continuity Plan 

Developing a comprehensive 
(but pragmatic) 

Work From Home Program
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Update policies and 
procedures
 Information Security

 Security Policy / Acceptable Use Policy
 BYOD

 IT Specific 
 Change Management
 Incident Response Plan 
 Business Continuity Plan 

 HR
 Onboarding / offboarding

"A study from IBM Security 
highlights the behaviors and 
security risks of those new to 
working from home (WFH) 
during the COVID-19 
pandemic: the findings 
reveal that more than 80 
percent of respondents 
either rarely worked from 
home or not at all prior to 
the pandemic, and, in turn, 
more than half are now 
doing so with no new 
security policies to help 
guide them"

Acceptable 
Use

• What are the acceptable methods of 
connection to IT systems?

• VPN
• Web based

• BYOD
• Can I use my personal computer / 

tablet?
• Can I use my personal phone?

• Printing
• Can I print from home?
• How can I securely store and dispose 

of sensitive printouts? 

• Storing sensitive information
• Can I save documents on my hard 

drive so I can work on them during 
my trip?

• Exchanging sensitive information
• How can I send this confidential 

report to this third party?

• Privacy concerns with having a home office

• Does your AUP address 
these questions?
• What other questions do 
you have?
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Change 
Management

Vulnerability 
Management 
Program

Test

Deploy
Monitor

Support
Troubleshoot 
device(s)
Replace devices

Incident 
Response

How to identify and report 
suspicious activities?
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Provide adequate 
training

How to use the new technology?

Top 5 steps to 
securely work 
from home

Ref. https://www.sans.org
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Video 
Conferencing 
Tips for 
Organizers

Ref. https://www.sans.org

Secure the 
environment

Access Control

Endpoint Protection

Email Security

Network Security 

Logging monitoring

Threat Hunting
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Access Control

MFA

Strong password policies

Privileged Account 
Management 

Endpoint Protection

Vulnerability ManagementVulnerability Management

Endpoint Detection 
Response
Endpoint Detection 
Response
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Email Security

Phishing protection

URL rewrite

Attachment detonation / sandbox

Network Security

VPN / Virtualization

DNS security 

Web traffic security
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Logging Monitoring

Endpoint Email Network

Current reality
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Food 4 Thought
• What resources have been made available by your 

employer to keep employees informed?
• How are you engaging remote workers during 

these unprecedented times?

New Studies on Remote Work Burnout
• Forbes Magazine reported, FlexJobs and Mental Health America (MHA), surveyed and reported 

75% of people have experienced burnout at work, with 40% saying they’ve experienced burnout 
during the pandemic specifically.  37% are currently working longer hours than usual since the 
pandemic started.  
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Burnout 
Prevention 
For Remote 

Works –
compiled by 

FlexJobs

“Employee burnout was a cause for 
concern even before the pandemic, as 
growing numbers of workers 
reported suffering from job burnout 
between 2016 and 2019. Indeed, 
burnout was becoming such a persistent 
problem that in 2019, the World Health 
Organization (WHO) added burnout to 
the 11th edition of the International 
Classification of Diseases.”
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OnePoll Results

• 67% of those working remotely feel pressured to be available at all 
hours of the day

• 65% admitting to working longer hours than ever before.

• Six in 10 respondents fear that their job would be at risk if they 
didn’t go above and beyond by working overtime.

• 63% agree that time off is generally discouraged by their employer.

Other highlights of the surveys in Forbes include:

Employed workers are 
more than 3 times as likely 

to report poor mental 
health now vs before the 
pandemic (5% vs 18%).

42% of those employed and 
47% of those unemployed 
say their stress levels are 

currently high or very high.

76% agreed that workplace 
stress affects their mental 
health (i.e., depression or 

anxiety)

51% of workers agreed that 
they had the emotional 

support they need at work 
to help manage their 

stress.

People are eager to attend 
virtual mental health 

solutions offered through 
their workplace, such as 
meditation sessions and 
virtual workout classes
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Team 
Engagement
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I believe there 
is HOPE.  How 

can we help 
each other?

• Bring empathy, compassion and 
humanityBring

• Cultivate emotional intelligence in 
your interactions Cultivate

• Practice active listeningPractice

• Create a culture of transparency 
and trustCreate

• Make operational changes to 
support the remote workforceMake
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Contact 
Information:

Valerie Cloud
Assistant Vice President, Atrium Health
Valerie.Cloud@atriumhealth.org
704.512.5946

Gui Cozzi
Cybersecurity Practice Lead, Dean Dorton
gcozzi@ddaftech.com
859.425.7649
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